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SUN IN THE ELEVENTH HOUSE

This placement can combine - and soften the excesses – communication skills and emotional detachment: an open mind and a free spirit. The natives have an objective view of both their own skills and other people’s qualities, and they are naturally very respectful, which makes them suitable to be part of social or business groups, also with a leading role. Creative and innovative planning skills.

MOON IN THE ELEVENTH HOUSE

Friendship is of major importance for the native. The placement favours connections, relationships, protections and influential acquaintances. If negative, the native may keep changing friends or be backstabbed by friends. Numerous female friends in their circle.

MERCURY IN THE ELEVENTH HOUSE

The native has friends among publishers, writers or young people, and can count on support for intellectual projects. This placement is favourable to ideologies and the spread of thought.

VENUS IN THE ELEVENTH HOUSE

For those who have Venus in this house, a relationship based on common ideals and plans is more important than a love life based on passion and emotions: mutual respect and independence are fundamental, while possessiveness and jealousy are barely tolerated. Friendships are very important as well, and the natives often join groups and associations with shared purposes.

MARS IN THE ELEVENTH HOUSE

A lot of energies and dynamism are put into friendships and projects. Sudden break-ups with friends or friends with Mars-related characteristics.

JUPITER IN THE ELEVENTH HOUSE

It can indicate help and protection, influential friendships. Success can be reached thanks to friends. If negative: money loss caused by friends or acquaintances.

SATURN IN THE ELEVENTH HOUSE

Friendship is considered more a value than just fun or company. The natives are very selective: they usually prefer old friends over new ones, or friends who are more mature. They manage to stay focused, also in the long term, on few but ambitious projects.

URANUS IN THE ELEVENTH HOUSE

The natives have varied and original connections, and their mind is stimulated by social interaction and collaborations. Sometimes, they can join political or intellectual circles, which share goals, interests or ideals. They prefer to work in a team. Their circle of friends is wide, although it changes very often. Sudden breakups are possible.

NEPTUNE IN THE ELEVENTH HOUSE

Numerous friendships, particularly with Neptunian individuals. If afflicted, disappointments caused by friends or untrustworthy friendships. Fanciful and impractical projects. Positive placement for artists only.
PLUTO IN THE ELEVENTH HOUSE

Plans are messed up. Secret friendships, which are almost always dangerous for the native.

SUN CONJUNCT MOON

The conjunction of the Luminaries, that is being born on a New Moon, is always a powerful aspect. In theory, masculine and feminine energies should be balanced, and make the personality not too aggressive and not too susceptible. In practice, though, depending on the sign involved and other aspects, one Luminary or the other may prevail, but it won’t be totally free to fully express its potential. This aspect is usually dominant in the chart, and the natives tend to be self-sufficient, with the risk of closing themselves off.

SUN CONJUNCT MERCURY

This is the only possible aspect between the two planets, because Mercury’s separation from the Sun is always less than 28 degrees. A wider conjunction emphasises smartness, and adds some “warmth” and intuitive qualities to rationality. It also makes the native effusive, brilliant, more flexible in their thoughts and behaviour. The tighter the conjunction, the more stubborn and closed the mind is, and objectivity can be clouded by the ambition. However, this aspect is very common, and can be balanced by other supporting aspects.

SUN CONJUNCT VENUS

Venus never separates from the Sun more than 48 degrees, therefore, the only major aspect they can form is the conjunction; among the minor aspects, the semi-sextile and semi-square. The conjunction is a nice and balanced aspect, which generally gives an affable character and charming manners. The native is open, effusive, likeable, and genuinely eager to enjoy life and share the best! They love beautiful things and have artistic and aesthetic taste. Depending on the sign involved, they can be a bit narcissistic, but not arrogant. Health is protected.

SUN CONJUNCT MARS

The conjunction between the two masculine planets results in a strong energy of self-assertion: willpower, impulsiveness and a passionate nature are often the main characteristics, although everything tends to be a bit “excessive”. Particularly, if the sign involved or other aspects exalt the Fire Element even more, the natives can show a competitive, impetuous behaviour, a need for action and success that is not filtered through reflection and dialogue. In better cases, they have qualities of leadership, authoritativeness, they love sports and are quite energetic.

SUN CONJUNCT JUPITER

This aspect gives strong and expansive warmth and great confidence in life, in people… and above all in yourselves! The natives are confident, optimistic, effusive, open to new experiences and people, but sometimes a bit too exuberant and “over the top”. Smugness, paternalism or hedonism are quite common flaws, although generally compensated by genuine generosity and a likeable character. They love travelling, adventures (but not the challenging ones) and enjoying life. This aspect gives a kind of protection for health and in hard times.

SUN CONJUNCT SATURN

Saturn’s rational strictness tends to damp the Sun’s expansiveness and to make the natives clear-headed, authoritative, responsible, but also a bit closed off emotionally… or more precisely, they find it quite hard to express their emotions. Ambition is strong but controlled: they achieve their goals with commitment, logics, method and determination. They are socially reserved and selective, and when in a relationship, they can be reliable and stable, but not so tender and light-hearted. There may be an underlying pessimism or melancholy, in addition to strong ethics maybe imparted by their family of origin and especially their father.

SUN CONJUNCT URANUS

The main characteristics of this conjunction are inventiveness, dynamism and an independent spirit. The natives are nonconformist, creative and very quick both physically and mentally, which makes them able to seize opportunities with good timing. They are good at all those jobs where improvisation and fast decision-making are needed; on the flip side, they cannot stand rules and routine, and can be prone to intolerance, fanaticism, and nervous strain, which can degenerate into stress.

SUN CONJUNCT NEPTUNE

Those who have this natal conjunction are intuitive, sensitive and imaginative, empathic and compassionate. However, on the other hand, they lack pragmatism and organization, and have an underlying restlessness which makes them prone to easily changing friendships, job and course of studies. The natives tend to be influenced by their own and other people’s mood, and their strong idealism sometimes leads them to create their own reality and be victim of delusions, with consequent disappointments. Strong creativity, spirituality, attraction to music, dance and poetry.

SUN CONJUNCT PLUTO
This aspect is very powerful and complex. Pluto tends to hide the warm solar expansiveness, making the native’s personality very charismatic, charming and mysterious. Their inner dimension is full of emotions and impulses, and despite being very reserved, they are focused, intuitive and strategic. They may tend to act “behind the scenes” (and they are good at it, anyway, when necessary). Great attraction to esoterism, psychology, and the investigation of everything that hides beyond the surface. And they love challenges, also in politics.

**MOON CONJUNCT MERCURY**

The best way for you of working out emotional problems is through rational and analytical thinking. You love gossip and have a very intense connection with your family. Harmonious balance between perceptiveness and smartness. Good sense of humour, but you may sometimes be anxious and bad-tempered. Positive aspects of the Moon can give you unusual understanding skills.

**MOON CONJUNCT VENUS**

You reach success thanks to your personal charm, rather than through your hard work and skills. You love luxury and the best things in life; you want to live in a stable and pleasant home and family environment. You are smart, kind-hearted and easygoing. The compatibility with the sign or signs in which the aspect is formed is very important. You may be overly sensitive, and consequently fearful and insecure. The organisation of your life is usually strongly connected with your feelings and love relationships.

**MOON CONJUNCT MARS**

You are courageous, emotional, bold and adventurous. You always want to experience anything first-hand. You know what you want when it comes to home and family and you always aim for the best. You are likely to become entrepreneurs, explorers or travellers. Harmonious combination of sweetness and vital energy. Other positive side aspects can favour your initiatives and endeavours.

**MOON CONJUNCT JUPITER**

This is a double-faced aspect: on one hand, you are generous, spontaneous, caring and welcoming, but, on the other hand, you can be very demanding (sometimes even selfish) when it comes to love, big families, luxurious houses, travels abroad. The most introverted natives can choose studies and religious paths. You have an optimistic view of life and an excellent relationship with the people and environment surrounding you. Agreeable character, dynamic but quiet life. Possible success in the arts. In specific cases: you are prone to make big mistakes financially and to easily give up.

**MOON CONJUNCT SATURN**

You are faithful, trustworthy and loyal, also through hard times. However, you are unsure of your own feelings. Sometimes, in your love life you tend to avoid committing and to be cold and detached towards the other person. Long-lasting and stable relationships may come late in life. You are dedicated and strong-willed. You are cautious, self-disciplined and sensible in everything you do. Imagination and emotional expression are restrained. You are inclined to organise your life very seriously and you are usually attracted to older women.

**MOON CONJUNCT URANUS**

Your need for freedom in your love and family life is so strong that you will tend to avoid any committed relationship, and the cooperation with your partner and the members of your family will inevitably get hard. You need continuous change. Your way of expressing your emotions is quite superficial and confident, while real feelings, which you often tend to ignore, end up bursting out later. You are very energetic and dynamic, exuberant and determined. You are very smart, but emotionally unstable. Fast physical recovery. Lots of interests which, if not supported by positive aspects, are easily dropped. You are irritable, original and sometimes extravagant.

**MOON CONJUNCT NEPTUNE**

You are often longing for something bigger than your Ego, and will look for it in religion, in romantic love or in your family bonds. You are always ready to sacrifice yourselves for the benefit of others. Interest in fashion, and tendency to have an exotic, mysterious and quite untidy home. You are overly sensitive and impressionable, and consequently quite acquiescent and submissive. Unusual interests and brilliant ideas. However, you may suffer from addictions due to your frailty and need to escape reality.

**MOON CONJUNCT PLUTO**

You are very stubborn, especially as far as family matters are concerned. Conflict often arises due to your reluctance to compromise yourselves. The more you will try to stifle your feelings, the more likely you will be to explode. And these explosions will trigger a real revolution in your family and lifestyle. This aspect is strongly connected to the general situation of your birth chart. You are unusually creative and energetic. With positive side aspects, possible psychic power and clairvoyance. In specific cases: self-destructive tendency, painful and scattered emotions, mental chaos.

**MERCURY CONJUNCT VENUS**
You are eloquent, socially charming, persuasive and have good teaching skills and balanced opinions. You master your emotions very well, but, if you become too rational, you can even deny your feelings. Your smartness is practical and the way you express your feelings is warm, open and rational. You are a smooth talker, very good at manual labour, and get along well with people. Success in studying.

**MERCURY CONJUNCT MARS**

Your smartness is sharp, perceptive and inventive, with a quite sarcastic and satiric style. You love engaging in discussions and are interested in research that focuses on practical matters, but you are often drained by too much work. Your flaw is impatience. Your impulsive rationality pushes you to achieve your goals fast. You tend to be harshly critical. You have strong willpower and work hard, but success is not always guaranteed.

**MERCURY CONJUNCT JUPITER**

This aspect indicates a love of ideas and thirst for knowledge that are expressed in different ways. Some of you will study history, or philosophy, or religion, while others will travel around the world. You believe in the freedom of expression and you reject orthodox education, which could hinder your academic success. Your practical accomplishments are possible thanks to the ability your smartness has to rationally take advantage of the environment and circumstances. Constructive critical sense and optimism towards life. Proper use of your physical and mental resources. You are not greedy and get along well with other people. Success in studying.

**MERCURY CONJUNCT SATURN**

You are very serious, pragmatic and conservative, but you lack confidence in your ideas and imagination, focusing on details and precision. In your daily life, even if you study hard, you may have a hard time expressing your ideas. Your sharp logical qualities allow you to fulfil what your intelligence perceives. You deal with life with brilliant rationality.

**MERCURY CONJUNCT URANUS**

You have an independent mentality. Your main goal is to question pre-established values; you may easily become eccentric reactionaries or fanatical anarchists. Those of you who have more practical interests will be generally attracted to new technologies. Your successful practical accomplishments will be made possible thanks to your persuasiveness and ability to make smart choices. You make decisions and act accordingly very quickly. You tend to make the most of circumstances.

**MERCURY CONJUNCT NEPTUNE**

You are very intuitive, imaginative, mystical, intellectually perceptive and broad-minded, all qualities that you express fully through arts or jobs based upon idealistic values, rather than upon practical studies. You may be unwilling to make hard decisions, and you often tend to withdraw into a fantasy world. Your rational mind and constructive critical sense give you brilliant comprehension skills. You can easily adapt to any circumstance, and you feel very attracted to knowledge for the sake of it, not for practical purposes. Fertile imagination.

**MERCURY CONJUNCT PLUTO**

The conscious and subconscious converge, values become one with ideas, and the result is that you are stubborn, inflexible and argumentative. Some of you devote themselves to sciences like astronomy or physics, while others are keen on the occult or psychology. Vitality and intelligence are strongly connected. You are always looking for different experiences, but you may risk wasting your energies in many directions and be incoherent and discontent with the results you get. You can easily lose interest in a project and superficially move on to a new one.

**VENUS CONJUNCT MARS**

This aspect is very intense but not easily handled, since the nature of the two planets is very different. On one hand, Mars is the planet of competition and self-fulfillment, on the other hand, Venus is the planet of mediation and relationships. Depending on the signs and other aspects involved, one may prevail upon the other, without, however, expressing itself in a free and balanced way. Generally, the native is quite self-centred, strong-willed and loves seducing and being admired. They are passionate, smart, intriguing, and tend to take the initiative in love; sometimes, though, the desire to flirt and conquer may prevail upon their willingness to commit in the long run…

**VENUS CONJUNCT JUPITER**

The conjunction of the two planets emphasises the qualities of hedonism and search for pleasure that they share. The natives are generous, effusive, optimistic and cheerful… but they can also be seen as excessively exuberant and needy in their demand for attention and appreciation, in both their social and love life. In any case, this is a positive aspect that generally protects health, when not badly afflicted, and indicates a good-natured person. The individual loves a quiet life and all the pleasures it offers, including luxurious things, good food and everything that gratifies the senses!

**VENUS CONJUNCT SATURN**

Despite what is generally said about this aspect, it does not indicate a blocked emotional dimension. If anything, the natives are not prone to being carried away by emotions, passion, romance or cuddles, but they prefer to put their efforts into a stable
love relationship, offering security, faithfulness and commitment. This aspect certainly does not indicate people who love flirting around and having casual sex; they want to make things official and secure. Love may come later in life, or with an older partner; in any case, the relationships will be stable and long-lasting.

**VENUS CONJUNCT URANUS**

With this aspect in their chart, the natives want to both keep their emotional independence and enjoy being in a love relationship, which is not always easy! That is why, they may prefer casual flirting over traditional committed relationships, or may frequently change partners during their life (of necessity or by choice). Their relationship can last if it is stimulating, not oppressive, unconventional and respectful of each other’s freedom: in this case, the native won’t feel the need to change or cheat. Vice versa, they will soon get tired of possessive, lazy, jealous and predictable partners, and will use their seductive power elsewhere…

**VENUS CONJUNCT NEPTUNE**

Here emotions and sensitivity have a major impact on relationships, which, at least in the beginning, will all have a sort of dreamy, fairy-tale vibe: however, this idealised love (and the projection of it onto the partner) will have to pass the test of reality, which is not always easy and can cause disappointments and breakups whenever reality does not meet one’s expectations. The natives are romantic, sensitive, very sensual and devoted to their loved ones, even though they can seem a bit oppressive. This aspect also indicates good creative and artistic skills, and passion for dance, music and fashion.

**VENUS COONJUNCT PLUTO**

This aspect gives a powerful sex-appeal, magnetism, charisma and charm. The natives enter a relationship with passion and a strong sexual and emotional involvement. Indeed, deep intensity can in case compensate for the lack of sexual intimacy: because they need emotions more than sex, which is not appealing when it’s just a matter of body and superficial senses. In any case, ordinary, unfulfilling relationships won’t last long. In order to last, they have to be complicated, troubled or hindered, and involve your whole body, mind, heart and soul.

**MARS CONJUNCT JUPITER**

You are real crusaders, and you always create new opportunities for you and others. You may become athletes, adventurers or explorers. Among your flaws, a tendency to be boastful, to crave for power and richness. Aggressiveness is associated with optimism. Your bold actions are kissed by fortune. Your strong vitality can sometimes be expressed too enthusiastically. You are very dynamic people, maybe a bit too intrusive, but in a friendly way.

**MARS CONJUNCT SATURN**

You are tireless workers, full of resources and pragmatic organization skills which help you overcome the hurdles the you often find along your way. You appreciate security, stability and avoid running needless risks. Your character is tough and rigid, and not so mentally flexible.

**MARS CONJUNCT URANUS**

You are an individualist, independent and creative, and you cannot put up with daily routine, or a team work. You have to manage to take on your own responsibilities. You tend to be anxious and red-blooded, with great waste of energies. You are prone to break-ups and accidents, or you are likely to get involved in dangerous situations. In some specific cases: good self-control and ability to deal with dangerous circumstances.

**MARS CONJUNCT NEPTUNE**

This aspect enhances the need to give life a deeper meaning, and if you succeed in that you will make your dreams come true; otherwise, you will be confused and little pragmatic. Your ideal job requires imagination and idealism, and you may find that in the artistic field, in fashion or cinema. If this conjunction receives other good aspects, your actions are guided by strong intuition. With negative aspects, though, you may have a very difficult, touchy and neurotic character.

**MARS CONJUNCT PLUTO**

You are stubborn, resolute and usually do not listen to other people’s advice. You can become great leaders if you are inspired by important religious or political causes. You tend to assert yourselves in an aggressive and dominant way. You have an authoritarian character and show your thirst for power through blatant exhibitionism. In specific cases: tendency to deny everything!

**JUPITER CONJUNCT SATURN**

You have to choose between the restrictions imposed by Saturn and the expansion of Jupiter. If you manage to balance the two forces, you can achieve remarkable results, reach your goals and long-term success, thanks to caution, determination and planning skills. You are objective in your decisions, full of energy and quite conservative.

**JUPITER CONJUNCT URANUS**

This aspect indicates optimism, exuberance and an adventurous nature. You are very ambitious, and your desires are often
quite hard to fulfil on a material level. You are dynamic and have great organization skills. Tendency to make good choices and seize opportunities, both on a financial and professional level. Originality and good manual skills.

**JUPITER CONJUNCT NEPTUNE**

Oversensitivity. You are often too idealistic and fanatical about religion. You may be keen on travels, arts, philosophy and fashion. In some specific cases, you may have strong intuition and idealism. Good business acumen. On the flipside, you may lead a dissolve life and be quite overindulgent.

**JUPITER CONJUNCT PLUTO**

You fight for the truth, but you also want to gain personal power. This combination is quite deep and can indicate interest in art, religion, politics, psychology and travels abroad. You are very good at adjusting to changes and new situations, and able to get yourselves noticed thanks to your personality. Strong will and desire for power and control, which can be expressed quite unconventionally if the conjunction is afflicted. Strong egocentricity.

**SATURN CONJUNCT URANUS**

This aspect, which occurs about every 45 years, gives the personality a strong decision-making power. The desire for change suggested by Uranus is more balanced and combined with Saturn's pragmatism, therefore, changes are pursued with determination and consolidated over time; on the other side, the natives are also willing to go along new and different paths and are quite good at improvising. Their determination and need for independence can make their character a bit rigid.

**SATURN CONJUNCT NEPTUNE**

The cycle between the two planets lasts approximately 35 years. Conjunction is a strong aspect, even though it can seem contradictory and express itself in different ways depending on the sign involved. The combination between reason and intuition, pragmatism and imagination can give excellent results: imagination will be disciplined and channeled into reachable projects, while the thought won’t be trapped into rigid systematic and conservative patterns. In short, it is a good combination of theory and practice.

**SATURN CONJUNCT PLUTO**

A powerful and quite tough aspect, which marks determined, ambitious and resolute personalities. Strong self-control and emotional energy, which allow to strategically aim at important goals and to achieve them over time. The natives tend to gain power and be authoritative, also in their private life: confidence and determination can lead them to make radical decisions, without answering to anybody or having any regret. They are born to be leaders, particularly in politics.

**URANUS CONJUNCT NEPTUNE**

The last time the two planets were in conjunction was between 1989 and 1996. This aspect has a strongly ideological value, and combines imagination, originality, planning and decision-making skills. It can give a successful career in politics, or a bold and unconventional approach to science. Adaptability to change, foresight.

**URANUS CONJUNCT PLUTO**

This is a rare aspect which occurs about every 115 years; the last conjunction between the two planets formed between 1963 and 1969. The natives have a creative, nonconformist and a bit revolutionary personality, and always need strong intellectual and emotional inspiration. Their life is often marked by dramatic changes and transformations.

**NEPTUNE CONJUNCT PLUTO**

The aspects between the slowest planets of the solar system occur very rarely, but they last very long: consequently, they mainly have a generational impact and can bring about radical changes in history. In a birth chart, their influence is significant just when the planets also receive other aspects, particularly from the Sun and the Moon, or when they conjunct the Ascendant or the Midheaven. The conjunction indicates critical historical eras: those who were born with this aspect in their chart belong to the generation who went through the 1st World War. This aspect gives you emotional intensity, mysticism and the need for a radical change. You have brilliant creative skills and are drawn to dramatic collective changes and evolutions.